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num7: By whom? Which installer? And how did you install it? wilee-nilee: ok will try that now - thanks for the help :)
stoogenmeyer, good luck, have you used a encrypted home in other OS's or if this install was a separate computer? num7, why

don't you tell us exactly what you did num7: are you on a mac or pc? !uefi | that is my guess that is my guess: UEFI is a
specification that defines a software interface between an operating system and platform firmware, it is meant as a replacement
for the BIOS. For information on how to set up and install Ubuntu and its derivatives on UEFI machines please read heh "is my
guess" wilee-nilee: its the live cd that I'm booting from num7: actually if you need to remove grub and reinstall grub, try: grub-
install /dev/sdX# where X is your disk device and # is the number you got when booting with the live cd. stoogenmeyer, OK, no

biggie I have some experience with the usb on a netbook where I did set up the partitions, and encrypt the home and to a
different user, but at this point I would guess that you have installed in the normal ubuntu, maybe the usb has issues, what

happens when you use the usb? wilee-nilee: I get the ubuntu logo and it says "starting up..." then the screen turns black and it
hangs... num7: if that fails, I need to know how to find the grub directory which will be an issue, as the directory will contain

/boot/grub/grub.cfg etc. wilee-nilee: I had it installed and running on a SSD previously, but I couldn't get it to work. I just have it
on a USB now stoogenmeyer, I'm
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Buy the Gemini Firstmix DJ software controller and get free shipping on your order and the lowest price guaranteed. Football
socks (red), size 46-48 Gaiters "GEMINI FIRSTMIX DJ" is a revolutionary new solution in the field of leg protection. GEMINI
FIRSTMIX DJ - designed for active sports, your level of activity does not matter in them, because they provide maximum
freedom of movement and control over technique. The GEMINI FIRSTMIX DJ gaiters are versatile and fit any type of shoe:
with or without thick soles, with or without spikes, with or without soft tops. fffad4f19a
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